Physics 1 section 7 newsletter...26 Jan 76...Mark Zimmermann,

133 Bridge, X1665

and 103 MJ House, M-9-9203

I'd like to apologize for my lousy performance Wednesday...my only excuse is that I got up
at 5:30 am that day for a T'ai Chi Ch'uan class...and since I'm going to be doing that for
the rest of the term, maybe it would be best if you'd all skip the Wed.

session....

1About the quiz, first the answers: a) M2=2m(m+E+), b) Edet=m, c) Eun=E , d) sin 9=m/E+.
fc'll bet this was a pretty tough quiz for most people, though if you just stayed calm &
conserved E & p* and recalled that E2=p2+m2, you got it all via a little algebra. After
grinding it out,

I saw how simple-looking the answers were for b),c),& d),

so maybe there's
The

a clever trick whereby you can leap to the answer at once...but I don't see it yet.
orthodox route goes as follows:

a)

Before interaction,

total energy is E++m,

the sum of the total energies of positron & e".

Total momentum before is p++0, sum of the momenta of e+ & e"; I'll define the +x direction

to lie along the e+l s motion, and the +y" to be along the detected photon's velocity vector.

Then, using p2=E2-m2, we find that p>+=SQRT(E+2-m2)t. Conservation of E & j? meaas that the
positronium must have th* same total E & j£, and thus that the positronium mass M =Etot2-pt t2
=2E+m+2m2, in units where c=l.
b) Now we have to be careful about direction in conserving the vector p*; we conserve E, px,
& py to give us 3 simultaneous equations:

Ed+Eu=Epositronium=m+EV

((label photons "d" for detected,

Pdy+Puy=0=Ed-Eusin 0,

and "u"

for not))

Pdx+Pux=Ppos=SQRT(E+2-m2)=Eucos 9

where I have used the fact that Ed=\pdl and Eu=JpuJ since these are photons, mass 0.
Looking back, we see that we have 3 equations and 3 unknowns,

Ed, Eu & Q,

is to grind out the algebra and reach the expected solution.

What more can I

Other remarks:

looking at

last time's homework,

it defines an invariant,

m.

state of motion,

of course,

solve
but

One reason that that equation is so nice is that

Rest mass m is the same,

no matter what coordinate system you

use, what velocity you're moving relative to the system,
observer's

say?

I noticed that most people chose to

the first problem by solving for 7 and then grinding around...this works,

using E2-p=m2 is much quicker & easier.

so all that remains

etc.

E certainly depends on the

and so does p; by going to the center-of momentum frame of the

system (if one exists), you make Ptot=0>

^or instance.

But m is independent of all that,

""".e search for coordinate-invariant things tends, historically, to have been very productive
--it was the philosophical motivation that lead Einstein to general relativity,
The beauty & power of vectors is due to the fact that they let you make general,

for instance.
coordinate-

-free statements about things, like "F= -r- p*", true no matter how you happen to choose your

x,

y, and z axes.

Coordinates are artificial, a human construction;

doing particular calculations and for crunching numbers in a
in Nature,

but they don't exist

and the real physics of things must be the same no matter what coordinates you

take, tnouak
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